






    
RACE      

A group of persons related by common descent or heredity. 

Anthropology 

An arbitrary classification of modern humans, sometimes, especially formerly, based on any or    a combination of various physical 

characteristics, as skin color, facial form, or eye shape, and now frequently based on such genetic markers as blood groups. 

 

Usage Note 

Genetic evidence has undermined the idea of racial divisions of the human species and rendered race obsolete as a biological system of 

classification. Race therefore should no longer be considered as an objective category, as the term formerly was in expressions like the 

Caucasian race, the Asian race, the Hispanic race. Instead, if the reference is to a particular inherited physical trait, as skin color or eye shape, 

that salient feature should be mentioned specifically: discrimination based on color.Rather than using race to generalize about national or 

geographic origin, or even religious affiliation, it is better to be specific: South Korean, of Polish descent. References to cultural affiliation may 

refer to ethnicity or ethnic group: Kurdish ethnicity, Hispanic ethnicity. Though race is no longer considered a viable scientific categorization of 

humans, it continues to be used by the U.S. Census to refer to current prevalent categories of self-identification that include some physical traits, 

some historical affiliations, and some national origins: black, white, American Indian, Chinese, Samoan,etc. The current version of the census 

also asks whether or not Americans are of Hispanic origin, which is not considered a race. There are times when it is still accurate to talk about 

race in society. Though race has lost its biological basis, the sociological consequences of historical racial categories persist. For example, it may 

be appropriate to invoke race to discuss social or historical events shaped by racial categorizations, as slavery, segregation, integration, 

discrimination, equal employment policy. Often in these cases, the adjective “racial” is more appropriate than the noun “race.” While the 

scientific foundation for race is now disputed, racial factors in sociological and historical contexts continue to be relevant. 

“race". Dictionary.com Unabridged. Random House, Inc. 28 Jul. 2017. <Dictionary.com http://www.dictionary.com/browse/race>. 

 



Ethnicity  

 
A group classification in which members share a unique social and cultural heritage  
passed on from one generation to the next. Ethnic differences often involve  
differences in customs, language, religion, etc. 
  
“ethnicity”.  Atkinson, Donald R., et al., Counseling American Minorities:  A Cross Cultural Perspective,  
3rd ed.  Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown Publishers, 1989. 

  
  
 

Minority 
  

A racial, ethnic, religious, or social subdivision of a society that is subordinate  
to the dominant group in political, financial, or social power without regard to  
the size of these groups:  legislation aimed at providing equal rights for minorities. 
  
A member of such a group. 
  
"minority". Dictionary.com Unabridged. Random House, Inc. 29 Jul. 2017. <Dictionary.com http://www.dictionary.com/browse/minority>. 

Definitions 



Culture 

 
The behaviors and beliefs characteristic of a particular social, ethnic, or age group: 

the youth culture; the drug culture. 

 

Anthropology. the sum total of ways of living built up by a group of human beings and transmitted from one generation to another. 

 
“culture". Dictionary.com Unabridged. Random House, Inc. 29 Jul. 2017. <Dictionary.com http://www.dictionary.com/browse/culture>. 

 
Word Origin and History for Culture 

n. 

mid-15c., "the tilling of land," from Middle French culture and directly from Latin cultura "a cultivating, agriculture," figuratively "care, culture, 

an honoring," from past participle stem of colere "tend, guard, cultivate, till" (see cult ). The figurative sense of "cultivation through education" is 

first attested c.1500. Meaning "the intellectual side of civilization" is from 1805; that of "collective customs and achievements of a people" is 

from 1867. 

 
"culture". Online Etymology Dictionary. Douglas Harper, Historian. 29 Jul. 2017. <Dictionary.com http://www.dictionary.com/browse/culture>. 

 

 

 

 

Cultural-Pluralism 

 
More than one principle/belief/system.  A melting pot, not melting into a single mass; components remain intact and distinguishable while 

contributing to a whole that is richer than its parts alone. 

 
Atkinson, Donald R., et al., Counseling American Minorities:  A Cross Cultural Perspective, 3rd ed.  Dubuque, IA:  Wm. C. Brown Publishers, 1989. 





Stage I. 

   Conformity 
 

→ May become 

     self  depreciating 

 

→ Discriminatory 

     toward minority  

     groups 

 

→ Appreciation of   

     dominant culture 
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Stage II. 

   Dissonance 

     

→ Questioning, learning,  

     gaining experience 

 

→ Conflict between  

     dominant held views toward minorities 

     and personal experience 

 

→ Feels conflict between 

     self  depreciating and appreciating  

 



 Stage III. 

   Resistance and  

   Immersion 
  

→ Becomes 

     self  appreciating 

 

→ Group 

     appreciating toward  

     minority cultures 

 

→ May become group 

     depreciating toward  

     dominant culture 





Stage IV. 

   Introspection 

 → Concerned with 

       the basis of   

       self  appreciating 

 

→ Concerned about 

     ethnocentric basis 

     for judging others 

 

→ Concerned about 

     basis of  depreciating   

     other groups 

   



Stage 5. 

    Synergy/Articulation/Awareness 
 

→ Self  appreciating     → Group appreciating toward other cultures 



 
  

F ive Challenges for Leaders: 

  
 
 
 1.  Ask questions of your culture and others. 
 2.  Build self-esteem. 
 3.  Create dialogue. 
 4.  Affirm a culturally diverse environment. 
 5.  Create acceptance. 
  
 
  
Reference  (“Five challenges for the future”)  Residential Life Primer Series, produced by Will Keim Speaks, Inc., in association with David Kussman Associates,  
“Creating a Community of Mattering In a Multi-Cultural Environment”, Will Keim Speaks, Inc., 1990. 
  

  




